The IOMP Regional Coordination Board (RCB) has been created and approved by the IOMP Council during June 2015 with the objective to coordinate the activities between the IOMP and its Regional Organizations and the exchange of good practices.

2015-2018 RCB members:

Slavik Tabakov – Chair (IOMP President), UK
Madan Rehani (IOMP Vice-President), USA
Virginia Tsapaki (IOMP S-G), Greece
EFOMP Representatives, incl:
  John Damilakis (EFOMP President), Greece
  Marco Brambilla (EFOMP S-G, later President), Italy
Jaroslav Ptáček (EFOMP S-G), Czech Republic
AFOMP Representatives, incl:
  Tae Suk Suh (AFOMP President), S. Korea
  Howell Round (AFOMP S-G), New Zealand
  Arun Chougule (AFOMP Vice-President, later President), India
MEFOMP Representatives, incl:
  Abdullah Al Hajj (MEFOMP President), KSA
  Huda Al Naemi (MEFOMP Vice-President, later President), Qatar
  Ibrahim Duhaini (MEFOMP Past-President), Lebanon
SEAFOMP Representatives, incl:
  Agnette Peralta (SEAFOMP President, later James Lee Cheow), Philippines, Singapore
  Kwan Hoong Ng (SEAFOMP Past President), Malaysia
  Anchali Krisanachinda (SEAFOMP Treasurer), Thailand
FAMPO Representatives, incl:
  Ahmed Ibn Seddik (FAMPO President), Morocco
  Taofeeq Ige (FAMPO S-G, later President), Nigeria
  Christoph Trauernicht (FAMPO Officer), South Africa
ALFIM Representatives, incl:
  Simone Kodlulovich Renha (ALFIM President, later Alfonso Laguardia), Brazil, Cuba
  Jose Rodriguez (ALFIM S-G), Chile
AAPM Representatives, incl:
  Bruce Curran (AAPM President, later Melissa Martin), USA
  Angela Keyser (AAPM CE), USA
COMP Representatives, incl:
  Nancy Barett (COMP President), Canada
  Michelle Hitts (COMP V-P), Canada
IPEM Representatives, incl:
  David Brette (IPEM President, later Hugh Wilkins V-P), UK
  Mark Tooley (IPEM President), UK
In attendance – all IOMP ExCom members

2018-2021 RCB members:

Madan Rehani – Chair (IOMP President), USA
John Damilakis (IOMP Vice-President), Greece
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Virginia Tsapaki (IOMP S-G), Greece
EFOMP Representatives, incl:
Marco Brambilla (EFOMP President), Italy
Jaroslav Ptáček (EFOMP S-G), Czech Republic
AFOMP Representatives, incl:
Arun Chougule (AFOMP President), India
Hasin Anupama Azhari (AFOMP S-G), Bangladesh
MEFOMP Representatives, incl:
Huda Al Naemi (MEFOMP President), Qatar
Ibrahim Duhaini (MEFOMP Past-President), Lebanon
SEAFOMP Representatives, incl:
James Lee Cheow (SEAFOMP President), Singapore
Supriyanto Ardjo Pawiro (SEAFOMP S-G), Indonesia
FAMPO Representatives, incl:
Taofeeq Ige (FAMPO President), Nigeria
Francis Hasford (FAMPO S-G), Ghana
ALFIM Representatives, incl:
Alfonso Laguardia (ALFIM President), Cuba
Jose Rodriguez (ALFIM S-G), Chile
AAPM Representatives, incl:
Cynthia McCollough (AAPM President), USA
Angela Keyser (AAPM CE), USA
COMP Representatives, incl:
Horacio Patrocinio (COMP President), Canada
IPEM Representatives, incl:
Mark Tooley (IPEM President), UK
Daniel Clark (IPEM Vice-President), UK
In attendance – all IOMP ExCom members